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'Eros is Lord, yet his reign relies not on violence but persuasion.' David Fredrickson intro-
duces his provocative study of Philippians with this succinct interpretation of an ancient
epigram to Eros (7) as expressing a crucial insight concerning not just ancient poetics of
love but also Paul's language about Christ. For, what if the 'Lord Jesus Christ' of the
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Philippians 2. hymn operates less like Caesar and more like Eros - emptying himself in desire,
refusing rapacious force and enslaving himself to his beloved? To illustrate this reading, Fre-
drickson relies upon ancient poetry and physiology as well as a broad span of Pauline recep-
tion history to contextualize Philippians among tropes concerning longing and envy.
Moreover, Fredrickson does not confine his compact yet convincing study to bringing his
extensive knowledge (despite modest claims to the contrary! [5]) of Greco-Roman literature
to understanding key portions of Philippians; his study also strongly critiques traditional
Christology and soteriology as denying individual agency of bodies expressed through
desire for access to the divine.

The first chapter addresses Christology through the topic of Paul's potbos or 'longing' (Phil.
z :8 ). For Fredrickson, such longing on Paul's part - and that of Christ - defines 'lordship' more
than does sovereign 'control' (xz). Philippians itself, as a letter, generically evokes language of
longing. Scholars have taken at face value claims among ancient theorists that letters replaced
actual presence while ignoring the anxiety letter-writers expressed about needing an epistolary
supplement to their absence. Taking a cue from Derrida, Fredrickson interprets the dialectic as
an indication of the fraught nature of language itself. As apostolic activity, Paul's letter writing
lends itself to longing. And, perhaps even more than imprisonment, his longing threatened his
very life. For Paul's contemporaries, longing 'was a disease heating the body, liquefying its
solid parts, and in the end draining it entirely' (z3). Letters constitute precarious presence,
since they represent a body absent and liquefying in the very act of dissemination.

Thus, Philippians points to a new object of interpretation in Pauline studies - Paul's own
body. Fredrickson begins chapter z by proposing a new mode of inquiry - 'Paulology' - as a
corrective to centuries of readings ignoring the visceral aspects of desire in the letters. Freder-
ickson's target here and elsewhere is Karl Barth, who immediately removes Pauline longing to
abstraction. Such an understanding denies desire for attachment among real bodies to render
it 'intelligible only to those familiar and sympathetic with ... neo-orthodox Christianity' (3 8).
Fredrickson sets against Barth a handful of medieval poets and exegetes who read Eros in Phi-
lippians. Again, physical descriptions of longing found in the poets replicated clescriptions
among physicians who saw the emotion as, quite simply, the melting of the body. The
nexus of poetic passion and the physiology of desire leads Fredrickson quickly to abandon
his coinage of 'Paulology' since, ultimately, Paul's experience points to the desire and physical-
ity of Christ. Reading Philippians anew and aright is thus a matter of 'Christopathy'.

Christ's own melting for humanity must have far-reaching effects. In chapter 3, Fredrickson
turns to the hymn of Phil. z:6-x x ; how does the melting incurred by longing impact our under-
standing of kenosis? For ancient writers, when someone was 'emptied out', it was of excess
fluids, a phenomenon blurring the distinction between disease and desire. Reading longing
here shifts kenotic theology from a focus on self-denial (too often imposed by those -
usually men - preserving their sense of self over and against 'those persons who have no
selves to limit' [64]) to positive desire for attachment among individuals. Such attachment
is often expressed in ancient texts as enslavement. When Christ, 'having taken the form of
a slave, emptied himself' (Phil. z:7), he becomes a love-sick love-slave, serving humanity
out of longing, submitting to the triumphant power of God's eros.

Biblical scholars can infer from these points how Fredrickson deftly attempts to resolve
long-standing problems of rendering some specific details in the hymn. Chapter 4 presents
perhaps the most provocative such solution: when Phil. z:6 states that Christ 'did not consider
equality with God something barpagmon', scholarly confusion has too quickly passed over
the most common and likely option: 'abduction'. Sexual conquest and even betrothal by kid-
napping was a surprisingly common ancient practice; what's more, Greco-Roman myths fre-
quendy depicted deities as raping or snatching away mortals. Here, Christ, though he
possessed God's divine beauty and power, rejects the common expectation that he should
win over humanity by force.
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In general, ancients characterized both amatory and political culture as a competition; Eros
itself could be expressed dichotomously through either longing or 'envy' {pbtbonos). Chapter
s addresses the topic as Fredrickson turns to the erotic politics of Paul's situation in Philippi.
One way to extol a leader was to describe him as envied by others. Such language also charac-
terized speeches at weddings, which often described the jealousy the happy couple evoked. Phi-
lippians consistently depicts those who oppose Paul's apostleship as envious ( I.I5, 3 .z, 3 .s 8-I5i).
In contrast to this agonistic framework, Paul commends paradoxical heralds of the divine:
himself, a prisoner; Epaphroditus, sick from longing; Timothy, of despicable social status; and
Euodia and Syntyche, women traditionally seen as bickering (an assessment built on dubious evi-
dence and sexist assumptions) but who are more likely encouraged to persist in their exemplary
leadership. Chapter s extends Fredrickson's political analysis by showing how longing served to
build Paul's communities. Here, political language overlaps with marital imagery. Keeping in
mind that ancient wedding language bore much in common with that of funerals, Fredrickson
depicts life in C&ist as rite of passage. For him, Paul 'lives also between classification systems,
including the categories of male and female. Paul is a manbride' ( x 3 s ). Beyond tropes of muti-
lated masculinity, Paul speaks also of longing for transformation that threatens to break
normal language in its pursuit of divinity and love.

Fredrickson's conclusion pulls together his work's theological implications. Pauline studies
shuts God inside three obstructing 'rings': 'epistolary presence', 'apostleship' and 'Christology'.
Philippians instead longs for direct presence with God in all its impossibility. One wonders, as
Frederickson admits, why Philippians, and not other letters in the corpus, takes this route.
Indeed, Fredrickson's argument, convincing as it is, may seem less salutary in light of other
Pauline passages more clearly filtered through prevailing hierarchies and misogyny. What
about the social context of the Pauline community in Philippi brought out in this rhetorical depic-
tion of a loving Lord and his erotic apostle? Nevertheless, benefits and implications of Fredrick-
son's mode of 'read[ing] through longing' (3 ) flow freely (though the study could engage more
with explicit work on theologies of eros): his connection of subjectivity to longing and lament
resonates with Judith Butler's work on grief and personhood; Giorgio Agamben's critique of
the modern ontology of effectiveness mirrors Fredrickson's rescuing of ke=sis from the abstract
purpose of salvation; his erotic Pauline politics could interface Alain Badiou's discussions of love
as revolutionary. At the same time, Fredrickson's presentation invites a rather broad audience to
reconsider basic and well-known assumptions in Pauline studies and theology and to pursue the
trail of desire too long absent from our exegetical view.
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